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Ford's Speech Highlights
Energy, Inflation, Defense
By LINDA PONZER
President Gerald R. Ford had
a lot to say during his recent
visit here at UMR. Ford's visit
was the first of a series of
events sponsored by Dr. and
Mrs. Remmers. Dr. Remmers:
an alumnus of this university,
established . the
Remmer's
special Lecture-Artist Fund to
"supplement what the formal
curriculum of the University of
Missouri does for the students,
especially in those fields that
would not relate directly to- the
formal training here on campus." .
Ford's six hour stay in Rolla
began with a press conference
attended by five TV stations, six
radio stations and sixteen
newspapers as well as the
United Press International and
The Associated Press.
During the press conference
Ford was asked about the GOP
Primary coming up in 1980. At
first he said that "he did not
intend to be a candidate", but
just moments later he also said
that he had learned long before,
"never to say never".
He also stressed the importance of new developments
in the
field of energy.
Developments that would help
us to become less dependent on
the use of oil.
Towards the end of his press
conference, Ford was asked
what ex-presidents do. He
retorted with a grin, that he was
working on his golf and skiing.
He also added that his book "A Time to Heal" - will be
coming out soon.
After the press conference
Ford joined the Chancellor and
Mrs. Marchello with
the
Remmers for dinner before his
speech that was to start at 8:00

p.m. in the Multi-Purpose
Building.
Ford began his speech after
being introduced by UMR
Student
Council
President
Steven J . Treis, with his rather
humorous prayer:
"Oh, Lord, forgive Steve for
praising me so much, and Oh,
Lord, forgive me for enjoying it
somuch."
For continued in this vein by
telling of his friendship with
comedian Bob Hope and related
several one-liners that Hope
had made infamous at Ford's
expense. Lines Iille: Ford's the
only golfer who can play four
courses simultaneously, and
Ford's made golf a contact
sport.
.
Getting down to the meat of
his speech he discussed three
major topics; inflation, energy
and defense. Ford blamed the
federal government for the ever
increasing problem of inflation.
He said that the government is
guilty of "excessive spending,
irresponsible expenditures and
continued deficits. "
"The Carter administration is
pOinting at the wrong villi an, "
said Ford. "Of eourse business
must hold the lid on prices and
of course the labor unions must
seek reasonable wage inthe
federal
creases,
but
government is the villian."
Speaking on energy, Ford
said that he believed the answer
to stopping the ever increasing
rate of inflation is a greater
conservation of energy. He also
said that part of the answer for
tomorrow's fuel can be found in
the continued study of exotic
fuels
(i.e.
solar
energy,
gasification, etc.) and that the
utilization of these should be
stepped up.
Strong feelinl!s for the

national defense were voiced by
Ford. He was concerned about
Carter
baving
stopped
production of the B-1 bomber
and having slowed down
production of the MX missile
system.
The B-l's were intended to
replace the B-52's which have
been in use for the past 25-30
years and are becoming obsolete. Thus stopping production of the B-1 is forcing the U.S.
to use the B-52 for another 10-15
years
"By the end of that period, we
will be using B-52's that are 30
to 40 years old as front line
aircraft, and I don't think that's
sufficient," exclaimed Ford.
After his speech Ford was
open to questions from the
students and faculty. He answered approximately a dozen
which ranged in topic from the
Kennedy
Investigation
to
Nixon's pardon.
He stated that the House
Assassination Committee which
reopened the investigation into
JRK's death was a total waste
of the taxpayer's money of
about six million dollars.
The committee concluded

Gerald F'ord, 38th President of the United States, spoke
the UMR campus last Thursday, March 29. The lecture was the first of a series endowed by Dr. Remmers,
who is in the background on the right_
( Photo by Len Struttma nn)
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that a conspiracy probably
existed, but that it did not involve the CIA, the FBI,he
Mafia, Castro, or - the Soviet
Union.
Ford contiriued - "I think it's
legitmate to ask, who was involved?"
As to Nixon's pardon - Ford

said that he did not pardon
Nixon for Nixon's sake, It was
more a question of time saying that it was taking 25
percent of his time to handle
legal problems involving Nixon.
The pardon was a means to get
more time that he could devote
to pressing national and international issues.

Registration- April23

Schedules Available April19
SUBMITTED BY
REGISTRARS OFFICE
From April 23 through 27,
students returning for the 1979
summer and-or 1979 fall
semester are to meet with their
advisors to select courses for
the appropriate semesterCs).
All returning students are
to
preregister
expected

regardless of their spring-mid- into the sections preferred.
semester grades. Students who Since it will not always be
preregister for either the possible to honor requests for
summer or fall semester will be certain sections, the students
permitted to pay fees bv m~il
who follow the instructions
prior to regular registration.
outlined in the front of the fall
Complete instructions for schedule of classes will be given
preregistration,
early first chance to select the secregistration,
and
regular tions they need. Since sections
registration may be found in the are often added to the schedule
. front section of the " Fall after preregistration, students
Schedule of Classes." Students who qualify for priority secmay obtain preregistration tioning (as outlined in the
materials and schedule(s) of schedule of classes) should
classes from the Registrar's have their preregistration card
Office starting on Thursday, noted accordingly, even though
April 19.
there
are apparently" no
Each advisor will be fur- possible variations in their
nished a schedule to be posted schedule.
Assignment of remammg
near his office the week before
preregistration. This schedule students into sections will be
will enable a student to reserve done by arranging student
a date and time for arranging schedules in order by number of
- his preregistration schedule. hours of credit earned and as
Students are required to return long as possible requests for
their preregistration schedule particular sections will be
to the Registrar's Office before honored. Since all sections of all
4:00 p.m. on April 27.
courses cannot be offered at
Again, for the fall an attempt popular times, it will be
will be made to schedule necessary to rearrange some
students, whenever pOSSible, schedules to balance sections.
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Spring Bre~k April 7-15
Tw~ s~ots of ex-President Ford on his recent visit to the UMR campus on the left,
~ellvenng a respo~se to a question during his press conference; on the right, enjoying a
lighter moment With Chancellor Marchello during his speech.
( Photos by Seck)
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This Holiday Brought To You
Courtesy Of The Miner Staff.
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Schedule of Events
Thursday
M-<:LUB
There will be an M-Club meeting tonight at Seven
Bells Post Meridian in Room one hundred twent y-one
of the Mechanical Engineering Building .
TRAP. SKEET CLUB
The UMR Trap and Skeet Club will have a meeting
Thursday, AprilS, at 6:30 p.m . at Sigma Nu (1007 Main,
brick house). Elections will be held for next year's
officers. Upcoming shooting will be discussed also.
BETA CHI SIGMA
Beta Chi Sigma Is bavlng its regular meeting tonight
at 8:00 in the Ozark Room. Election officers. Please
attend.

Film Series:
Thursday ME Auditorium
The Big Sleep

Wednesday
JOINT SEMINAR
Dr. Vanecla Y. Young, department of chemistry at
Texas A&M University, will conduct a seminar sponsored jointly by the Graduate Center lor Materials
Research and the departments 01 chemistry and
physics Wednesday April II, 3:30 p.m ., ChemistryChemical
Engineering
125.
The
subject
is
"Photoelectron Spectroscopy and Molecular Orbital
Studies on Free Monomers and One-Dimensional
Polymers."

NoDay
A'M'ENTION
All campus organizations and living units (dormitories) that have not had their group picture taken
for the yearbook should contact Tom Beard at 34t-46t6
or call the Rollamo office (34l-4279) before April t9. II
you do not make arrangements, your organization-will
not appear in the yearbook .

Apr. 5 - "The Big Sleep" directed by Howard
Hawkes, starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall.

CAVERSI
MSM Spelunkers Club will meet al 6: IS in Room 305
Hall to elect officers lor next year. Members,
especially, are encouraged to attend, and relreshments
will be served alter the meeting.

, Friday

GRANT CHECKS
Some FALL Missouri Grant checks and some
SPRING Missouri Grant checks are now available in
the Cashiers Office. PLEASE contact the Cashiers
Office to pick up your check as soon as possible .

UNIVERSITY HOLIDAY
Tbe official University holiday Is Friday, April 13
(Spring Break), Spring break for students (no classes)
Is April 7-15.

Tuesday
A'M'ENTION INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Officials from the U.S. Immigration OffiCe in SI.
Louis, Mo., will be on campus April 10 and II.
They will approve at that time:
I. Summer Work permits
2. Practical Training Permits
3. Regular extensions
Important - I-S38's must be completed and submitted to the Student Personnel Office by April 10.
Make appointment for other questions or problems.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The UMR Christian Science Org meets this Tuesday
evening at 6:30 in the church building located at the SE
corner of 7th and State Streets. Everyone is invited to
our half-hour meeting In which we share inspirational
thoughts an dexperlences of applying Christian Science
to daily student life. In addition, a full length 16mm film
entitied "Questions and Answers - Annual Meeting
. 1976" will be shown. Please feel welcome to attend our
uplifting meeting.

~rwood

BUILDING HOURS DURING BREAK
Library
and
Multi-Purpose Building .. .Closed
Saturday and Sunday, April 7-8, Open 8 a .m . to 5 p.m .,
Monday through Thursday, April 9-12, Closed Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, April 13-15.
University Center .... Buildings - Open 8 a .m . to 10
p.m., Saturday and sunday, April 7-8; Open 7 a.m . to 10
p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, April 9-11; Open 7
a.m .-S p.m ., Thursday, April 12; Closed Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, April 13-15. Caleteria - Closed
April 7, 8, 13, 14, IS; Open 7 a .m .-4 p.m ., Monday
through Thursday, April 9-12. Missouri Room - Closed
,(pril7-IS.
Computer Center ... . Normal hours 01 operation except: closed Sunday, april 6 and Friday, April 13.
Resumes operation Sunday, April 15, 6 p. m .
PREREGISTRATION DETAILS
Preregistration lor currently enrolled students who
will be returning lor the 1979 summer session and-or the
1979 lall semester will begin April 23 and end April 27.
Students should obtain their preregistration
materials and schedule ·ol classes Irom the Registrar's
Office starting April 19. Detailed inlormation regarding
preregistration will be lound in the Iront section 01 the
fall schedule 01 classes. Students who preregister will
be given an opportunity to pay lees prior 10 regular
registration.

Thursday, April 5, 1979
Page2

Final Exam Schedule
The linal exam period will begin Monday , May 7, 1979, a17 :30 a .m.
and end at 5:30 p.m . Saturday, May 12, 1979. Common
and end at 5:30 p.m . Salurday , May 12, 1979. Common
scheduled lor Ihose courses listed in Section II below. Room
ments lor common finals will be announced by the instructor.
The course not covered in Sections -C, II, III are to be arranged by
the instructor in cooperation with the studenls in that course.
Evening Course Finals are scheduled lor the evening session
I.
during linal week .

II.
Common Finals include all sections unless otherwise stated .
(Room to be scheduled by Registrar)
FINAL EXAM TIME
Chern Engr20
Chern Engr 235
Chern Engr 262
Chern 223
CSc73
CSc74
C Sc 168
C Sc218
C Sc260
EE63B, E, F
EE 207 A, B, C
EE 211 0, E
EE 211 A, B
EE 243 B, C
EE2SIA,B
EE 253 A, B
EE 265 A, B
EE267B,C
EE27IA,B
EE281 B,D
EE313A,B
EM SO, ISO, 170
EM 110
GeolEngrSO
Hist60A, C, 0, F, H
Hist Ill, 11~, 176
Math 2, 4, 8, 21, 22
Math6
ME 203, 229
ME204A,B
PhilSA, B
Phys 21, 23, 24, a25
Phys 107
III .

Monday 3:3lf-S:30
Wednesday 7:3lf-9 :3O
Thursday 3:3If-S :30
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 3:3lf-S:30
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 3: 3If-S: 30
Monday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 7:3lf-9:30
Thursday 3:3lf-S:30
Tuesday 3: 3lf-S: 30
Wednesday 7:3lf-9:30
Wednesday 7:3lf-9:3O
Thursday 3: 3lf-S: 30
Monday 10:00-12:00
Thursday 3:3lf-S:30
Monday 10:00-12 :00
Wednesday 7:3lf-9 :30
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
Monday 10:00-12:00
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 7:3lf-9:30
Wednesday 7:3lf-9:30
Monday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday I : oo-~:oo
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 3: 3lf-S: 30
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Thursday 10:00-12:00'

Regular Finals

FINAL EXAM TIME

FIRST WEEKL Y CLASS
MEETING TIME

Wednesday 10:00-12 :00
Thursday 7:3lf-9:30
Thursday I: 00-3: 00
Tuesday 1:00-3:00
Monday 1:00-3 :00
Friday 7:3lf-9:30
Friday 1:00-3 :00

Monday 8:05 or 8:30
Monday 9:30
Monday 10: 30
Monday II :30
Monday 12:30
Monday 1:30
Monday 2:30

Monday 7:3lf-9 :30
Monday 3:3lf-S:30
Friday 10:00-12 :00
Tuesday 7:30 -9: 30
Wednesday 3: 3lf-S: 30
Friday 3:3lf-S:30

Tuesday 8:05 or8 :30
Tuesday 9:30
Tuesday 10:30
Tuesday 11 : 05 or 11 : 30
Tuesday 12: 30
Tuesday I: 30 or 2: 05

ROLLA, MO
Uptown-Shows 7 & 9:20
Adults $2:50

GREGORY LAURENCl
rECK
OLIVIER

THE BOYS

FROM BRAZIL
Ritz-Shows 7:15 & 9 p.m.
Adults $2.50

"Aw please? But it was just a little foul," pleads Dunbar, 'chief clown for the Harlem Globetrotters during
their visit to UMR last Sunday afternoon_
( Photo by Seck)

Dunbar is at it again, this time dancing with a fan ·he
chose from the stands.
( Photo by Seck)
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Black Culture
Week Closes
By KEVIN WEST
This past · Saturday, March
31st, the Association for Black
Students concluded a very
successful Black Culture Week
with its annual banquet, ball,
and fashion show . The banquet,
held at the Manor Inn, was
graced by the very elloquent
speaker for the occasion, Mr.
Joe Black-Vice President of
Greyhound Corporation, and
several distinguished guests
from the UMR faculty and the
Rolla Community.
Mr. Black touched on some
very important pOints in his
speech which should be considered by any individual
sea king personal or group
advancement. He suggested
that we try to escape from
asking "give, lend me, can you
spare" and move toward advancing our own selves through
goo!! use of our intelligence and
all opportunities available to us.
The fashion show featured
formal, evening, and casual

wear which was donated by
several merchants in the Rolla
Community.
At the Annual Ball, the
coronation of the king and
queen of Black Culture Week
took place. Mr. Kevin M. West
and Miss Patricia Marie Maul
were honored with these
positions. They will reign for
the follow in.g year and try to
further the goal of the
Association for Black Students,
"To stimulate unity among
Black Students on the UMR
and
to
improve
campus
relations with all people."
the
The
president
of
Association,
Mr.
Ronald
Overton, and the chairman of
the Black Culture Week, Mr.
Dwight Jones committee are
the
highly
pleased
with
response they received in trying
to produce a successful week .
They and all the members of the
Association for Black Students
would like to thank all those
who made this event a large
success.

One of the special events which took place during Black Culture Week was the concert
presented by the Smoot Family Singers.

News

Weekend Scuba Short
Course Registration Open
SOURCE: OPI
The University of MissouriRolla will offer a certified open
water SCUBA short course and
an advanced course in open
water SCUBA on weekends
during April and May.
Both programs are extension
activities of UMR's athletic
department. Instructor is Don
Hall of St. Louis, a master
diving instructor. He will be
assisted by several qualified
assistant instructors.
The certified open water
SCU BA short course is open to
all persons 12 years or older
who are average
or better
swimmers. No previous SCUBA
certificates are required.
Class dates for this course are

April 20, 21, '22, 28 and 29 at the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building. On April 20, the class
begins at 6:30 p.m . On other
dates, instruction begins at 8
a.m. Class meetings consists of
three hours of instruction in the
pooLin the morning and three
hours in the classroom in the
afternoon or evening.
The course concludes with
five supervised check-out dives
in open water at Jordan's
Landing, La.ke Norfork, Ark.,
on Saturday and Sunday
following pool sessions (May 56), Cost of the open water dives
is not included in the course fee.
Fee for this course is $60
which includes textbook and all
equipment for the pool sessions.
Students must furnish mask,
snorkel, fins, regulator and
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tank, wet sui.!, weight belt and
buoyancy compensator for the
open water dives (they may be
rented for the weekend).
Registrlltion is limited to the
first 24 paid applicants (cash or
check must accompany application).
Those
successfullY com pleting all classes, the written
examination and check-out
dives will be awarded the Open
Water SCUBA Certificate by
the Professional Association of
Diving Instructors (PAD!). A
current physical examination is
also required (forms furThe
certificate
nished )'
qualifies the individual to use
SCUBA and permits him to buy
or rent SCUBA equipment and
have tanks filled anywhere in
the world .
The advanced open water
SCUBA certification course is
for those who now have PADI
Open Water Certificates or
equivalent
frorp
other
organizations. Presentation of
certificates will be required of
all students prior to the open
water dives. The ~ourse consists of four, four-hour lectures
from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m . in the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building classroom on April 21,
22, 28 and 29, plus open water
dives on May 12 and 13.
The open water dives, conducted at Jordan's Landing,
Lake Nor-folk, Ark. consist of:
unnatural
navigation;
derwater distance measuring ;
compass naviation; search and
recovery; limited visibility or
night dive; deep dive and
simulated decompression.
Student are expected to
furnish all of their equipment
and buoyancy compensators
will be required for all dives.
Fee for the advanced open
water
course
is
$45.
Registration is limited to the
first 12 paid applicants.
~'or further information or to
obtain an application, write or
call: Bill Kratzer, UMR Extension Divison, University of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla , Mo. 65401
(phone 3I 4-341 ·4200 ).

One of the Harlem Globetrotters shakes an irate fin.ger at
the referee, who is trying to gain control of the situation
by taking all the basketballs.
( Photo by Seck)

Rolla Big Brothers,
Sister..s Say 'Than ks'
The Staff of Big Brothers-Big
Sisters would like to extend our
heartfelt thanks and gratitude
to Theta Tau Omega, Pi Kappa
Alpha and the Intra fraternity
Council and all of our student
volunteer friends on the UMR
campus. The credit for the

exceptional strides this agency
has achieved in the past couple
of months is due to our UMR
friends. Whatever would we do
without you! We love you, our
children love you, and God
loves you.

St. Louis Symphony
Concert At UMR
SOURCE: OPI
The
St.
Louis
Symphony Orchestra will present a
concert at the University of
Missouri-Rolla at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday, April 24, in the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.
Gerhardt
Zimmermann,
associate conductor, who has
been with the St.
Louis
Symphony since 1974, will
conduct.
The program will consist of
Beethovern 's "Overture to King
Stephen," "Czech Suite" by
Dvorak, and " Symphony NO.5"
by Tchaikovsky.
Tickets for the performance
are $5 each for adults and $2.50
each for students (including
UMR students). They are
available on campus at the
cashier's office, Room G-2B,
Parker Hall ( from 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. Monday through Friday).
Tickets may be purchased off
campus at Books 'N Things,
Forum Plaza Shopping Center,
and Logos Book Store, 708 Pine
St. in Rolla .
To order tickets by mail, send
check made out to the
University of Missouri -Rolla
and a self-addressed envelope
with first class postage, to
Music Office, G-9 Harris Hall,
Univeristy of Missouri-Rolla,
Rolla, MO. 65401.
The St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra is the seond-oldest
major
orchestra in the
United States. It was founded in
1880, some 38 years after the
New York Philharmonic, and
one year before the Boston
Symphony. The 99·member
group presents about 40 concerts per year in Missouri and
neighboring states during the
six weeks devoted to touring.

1979

UMR Research
Prizes Awarded
SOURCE: OPI

Mark Sulltentrop, Treasurer of Theta Tau, hands Betty Stuart, head of Rolla Big
Brothers-Sisters, a check for 52,000. The money was raised through Theta Tau's Casino
Night, held three weeks ago. John Eash, President of Theta Tau, looks on.
CPhoto by Murphy)

Order Of The Engineer Induction
CeremoniesOn April23 And 24

Up to $450 in cash prizes will
be awarded to University of
Missouri-Rolla students this
spring in a competition for
undergraduates who have done
the most outstanding research
at UMR during the 1978-79
academic year.
The prizes are offered by the
UMR chapter of Sigma Xi,
national honorary research
fraternity .
Students must submit a
research paper covering work
done at UMR . The research
project must be completed
while the student is an undergraduate. Four copies of the
paper must be submitted, by
April 6. to D~an Adrian H.
Daane, chairman of the
award's committee, College of
Arts
and
Science,
G-4
Humanities-Social
Sciences
Building on campus. If the

paper has been entered in
competition for other awards, it
should be so noted on the cover
page.
The UMR chapter of Sigma
Xi is made up of approximately
75 persons in this area who have
been recognized for their outstanding research. It includes
UMR faculty members, staff
members of the U.S. Bureau of
Mines, the Missouri Geological
Survey,
United
States
Geological Survey, the U.S.
Forest Service, physicians in
the Rolla area, and others.
The chapter has been sponsoring these awards for the past
several years. Many winners of
the awards have gone onto do
significant graduate research
in their professional careers.
Copies of past award winning
papers are on display in the
dean's office, C.ollege of Arts
and Sciences.
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': DELICIOUS~ ~~~~~.ts.
•
HWY 63 S
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Thomas Carlyle, the Scottish graduates will be held Monday, . Cleveland Sta te Un iversity
•
.
. ••
•
essayist, defined a society as April 23 and Tuesday April 24, . where engineering seniors and.
members received
• MEXICAN
ROLLA
CITY.
the vital articulation of many 1979, in the Maramec Room of faculty
individuals into a NEW in- ~h~~niversity Center at 7-4:00 :t~~~~eJ.s steel rings and signed
: ~.!~~I].~
~~~~!~.~2~~ .~~':~E.J
dividual.
In Ohio, the idea of similar
___iiiiiiiiiil__..
Decades ago, our engineering
counterparts north of the maxims to those written by
,
border had this same kind of Kipling took firm root and
feeling. They felt that a need correspondence began nearly
existed for the introduction of a twenty years ago between the
spirit of brotherhood and Ohio engineers and the Candian
cohesiveness among engineers. Wardens responsible for the
The
Canadians believed administration of the Calling of
that a good way to go about an Engineer with a view to
achieving this would be to instill possibly
extending
the
in engineers a consciousness of Canadian ceremony to the
belonging to one another, to United States.
Due to copyright and other
themselves as individuals, and
conflicting factors , extension of
to those whom they served.
A brain does not live by bread alone. It also needs cheese,
The Canadian ceremony is the Ritual was not possible.
and pepperoni, and mushrooms, and all the good things you
dignified, impressive, and. in- However, two of the Ohio
cludes the placing of a wrought Engineers were invited to
find on top of a Pizza Hut® pizza. So before you hit the
iron ring on the small finger of recei ve
rings
in
a
books, clip the coupon below and bring it to a participating
the working hand, and then Canadian ceremony, and to
Pizza Hut® restaurant. You 'll get a great pizza at a great
repeating in concert the words then formulate an independent
price. Your stomach will be happy, which will make your brain
ceremony,
distinctively
of Kipling.
happy, which will make your studying happy, which will
The Order' 0; the Engineer . American but .following, to
came to the University of some extent, the Kipling
make your parents happy . . . which will make Spring semester
Missouri-Rolla in December of maxims.
a whole lot happier!
The American Ceremony is
1972, '
when
engineering
So clip the coupon and Let Yourself Go to Pizza Hut®!
faculty
and graduating known as " The Order of the
engineering students were Engineer. "
One June 4, 1970, the first
inducted.
"Ceremony" to be held in the
Induction ceremonies for
United States was conducted at
prospective May and July

•.:.
r-.___________________

r'

iii_ii

Betbre you stuff

your brain,
feed your stomach.

I

r---··_·_··_·(········_···_'
I

I
I
II Bring th is coupon to any part icipating Pi zza Hut® 'restaura nt
and get $2.50 off the reg ular price of your favorite large
I pi zza, o r $1.50 o ff a medium pi zza. Offer good thru.Aprii 10 .
l O ne cou pon per customer per vis it. Offer not good
I on SuperStyle pizza.
I

I
I
I
I

I

Foru m Plaza

Roll a. MO

Open 9-9

u

y
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IFC-Panhellenic Softball '
Listen my friends,
And you shall hear
Of the IFC-Panhellenic
Softball game smear.
The great mighty Greeks,
With their braun and their size,
Were challenged by women A move that's not wise.
You women are frail,
You have no big muscles;
And so out of shape,
On the field you can't hustle.
And don't point to last yearThe Greeks went astray;
Indeed you did win but
Every dog has its day.
The rules you did make
Threw our team out of gear;
Like hopping on one foot We'll show you this y.ear!

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

You cannot defeat us,
But if you must try,
We'll see you in battleGive no alibi!
"Back Zeta Tau Alpha,
Down KD and Chi O!"
We'll love every minuteYour death will be slow.
Chances do say
That you'll never bat;
'Cause you'll never get
One of us out. (So it doesn't rhyme?)
Hell yes we accept,
Your so feeble challenge;
At Lions Club Park,
Where we will revenge.
So Thursday of Greek WeekSay your prayers then,
'Cause that's when we'll play
And kick your behind.

Auto Parts-Accessories
Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 AM-3 PM
513 Hwy. _63 S.

A RACY
NEW
LOOK
FOR'79

Love and Affliction,
TheIFC
Jc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)Ctc:::=)fJc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)CJc::::::::::;)CJc:::::
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Parking Violation
Fines Increased
By PAUL BRAUN

On March 23, 1979, the
University of Missouri Board of
Curators approved a proposal
to increase many of the parking
violation fees on the UMR
campus, effective August 20,
1979.
According to the request, the
following violations of UMR's
traffic regulations will be
raised from a $1.00 fine to a
$3.00 fine; being parked in such
away as to use more than one
parking space, being parked in
a lot without a valid permit for
that lot, and being parked at an
expired parking meter.
Also, the following violations
will be raised from a $5.00 fine
to a $10.00 fine; being parked on
any portion of the campus not
specifically deSignated as a
space for parking purposes,
being parked in a space
reserved for official vehicles,
having affixed to a vehicle a
counterfeit, altered, or otherwise non-issued parking perm it,
being parked in a parking space
for handicapped individuals
only, and violations of the
multiple
vehicle
perm it
regulations.
According
to
Richard
Boulware, the police chief of
UMR's University Police, the
increases in the violation fees
were done because the Traffic
Safety Committee felt tha't the
current fines were not enough to
act as a deterrent. He continued, "I personally felt the
fines should have been even
higher as a deterrent...1 have
told the Committee (Traffic
Safety Committee), 'Hell, if I
had any other job than the one I
got, where I wouldn't be embarrassed by getting a ticket,
on a rainy day I would stop by
your
department
(the
University Police), say, "Here
Is your dollar, turkey" and
would be parked over in Lot 2
(the lot between the Power
Plant and ME building>." Who
in the hell is going to walk six
blocks in the rain for a dollar?"
Boulware then explained
that, except for a very small
percentage which are printing
costs of the tickets, traffic
regulations, and the parking
stickers, all of the money from
parking stickers and the
violation fees is used to
maintain and improve the
university's parking lots. He

said that his department
doesn't receive any money from
the tickets. Finally Chief
Boulware pOinted out that last
year's income, about $27,000
was used to resurface the two
parking lots west of the Computer Science and Engineering
Research Buildings.

364-5252

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?
All Alternatives
Offered
confidential
9am-9pm 1-800- 438-8039

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rolla
364-7428

AMC AMX

Buy Now! Pay after on the job!
Contact:

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing especially
designed for UMR graduates.

Jadwin Canoe Rental

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
.
Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South · Rolla. Mo.
Open 8 to 7 Sat. till 4 .m .

Enroll in
our summer school.
It makes up
for the past 2years!
If you missed the first 2 years of Army
ROTC, you can complete all the work by
taking our 6-week Basic Camp. It crams all
you missed into a tough, concentrated
course.
You'll earn over $450 plus travel
allowance and we furnish food, clothing
and lodging.
What are your obligations? Frankly,
none. You can quit any time. Or, w~ can
send you packing. But over 90% completed

last year's camp_ So it must have a lot going for itWhen you return to college, you are
eligible for Advanced Army ROTC. You
earn a commission while you earn your
degree. And get $100 0 month while you're
taking the course.
The Basic Camp is open to men and
women who have completed their
Freshman year. It'll be a challenging summer you're not likely to forget.

Contact:

MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Bldg. T-2

Phone 341-4741
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'THE MOVE IS ON TO NATIONAL'

NATIONAL SELLS
ONL Y U.S.D.A .
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IIDrunkard"
Is Performed
By Carla Danzer

•

Mary The Heroine Looks In Dismay
A tThe Villain's Evil Proposition.

Melodrama is one of the most
predictable yet entertaining
forms of theatre today . The
characters
involved
in
melodr ama
are
di stinctly
stereotyped, and the audience's
the
perinvolvement
in
formance, through hissing and
throwing popcorn at the villain ,
or just singing along with "I've
Been Work ing on the Railroad,"
creates a ligh t-hearted envi r onment in which everyone,
spectators 'and actors alike, has
a good tim e. Perhaps the most
fulfillin g aspec t of melodrama
is that the hero and heroine, no
matter how naive or com placent, always win, and the
villain, as cruel and cunning as
he inevitably seems, is always
doomed to lose.
" The Drunkard" exemplilied
the gaiety of one of America 's
most well-loved forms of
theatre.
Performing
last
Wednesday, March 29, the
Alpha-Omega Players cajoled
the audience and again showed

their talents of superb acting
and musical ability.
The plot was Simple. Mary
and her mother, Widow Wilson,
lived in a tiny cottage, for which
in years they had paid no rent,
since they didn 't have enough
income. Their kind landlord,
Mr. Middleton, understood their
plight, and probably had
som eth ing going with Mrs.
Wilson .
The lirst scene opens with the
news of Mr. Middleton'S death.
L awyer Kribs, the villain, is
handler of the estate. Of course,
he wants bea uti ful Mary's hand
in marr iage. Thus, he gives the
Wilsons an ultimatum: Pay
their back rent with in 24 hours
or Mary must marry the evil
Lawyer Kr ibs. Otherwise, they
will be forced out of their sweet
home.
Kind Mary decides to plead
for a time extension. She visits
young Edward Middleton, the
23-year-old college graduate
and son of generous, deceased
Mr. Middleton. He is the actual
owner of all the property, yet he
Is bumbling and somewbat of an

ignoramus. He instantly falls
for Mary.
Perceiving this potential
romance, Lawyer Kribs decides
to ruin Edward. He realizes that
Edward drank alcohol in
college, and has tendencies
toward " excess " anyway, so
Kribs gets Edward addicted to
rum . Young and innocent
becomes
" The
E dward
Drunkard."
Mary and Edwar d marr y,
Mrs. Wilson becomes a grandmother, yet Edwar d remains an
alcoholic. The tiny fa mily
starves.
E ventually,
Mary
spends her last pennies to buy a
tonic
which
enables
the
Drunkard to forever overcome
his rum addiction . " Love licks
the
liquor
and
redeems
Drunkard, " moralizes Mar y at
the happy ending of the play.
" The Drunkard " was a bighly
entertaining piece of wit and
humor. Everyone attending
had
their
hearts
surely
lightened and their senses
caressed by the Alpba-Omega
Players' excellent presentation.

Douglas N~edt

Classical Artist
Because 01 the ever-increasing interest in and enthusi asm
lor guitar music in recent
years, the young American
classical guitarist, Douglas
Niedt, is a welcome addition to
our concert stages_ Burn in 1952
and not yet twenty-lour at this
writing, the artist was lirst
excited by guitar music, as a
young boy, on hearing recordings by Andres Segovia _ His
father and older sister had been
studying and practicing the
guitar to a point where the
youngster could no longer
contain himself_ He, too, must
study the instrument and hIS
father obhged by gIVIng fIrst
lessons when Douglas was

superb technician and a sensitive interpreter of all periods
of music. His previous recitals
in New York City and elsewhere
have been well received and in
my opinion he is fully qualilied
for a concert career."
Douglas Niedt has won
numerous First Prizes and
special citations in recognition
of his talents. Two consecutive
years, 1965 and 1966, he took
First Prize in American Guild
of Music Competitions held in
Pittsburgh and in Louisville. In
1967 he won anothr First Prize
from the Guild in Cleveland. In
Nashville's 1970 Chet Atkins
ComInternational
Guitar
petition, the artist won another
First Prize ($1500) and in~
ternational recognition in a
contest that brought together
300 participants from around
the world . A unique First Prize
was awarded him in 1972 by the
Artist Presentation Society in
St. Louis. The contest is held for
all
instrumentalists
and
vocalists. In the 25-year history
of the organization, Douglas
here on April 20, and Dave Niedt was the lirst guitarist· to
Rudolph will be here on May 4.
be accepted in the highly
Summer Board applications competitive ~uditions . He was
are now being accepted in the accepted by the Univeristy of
Missouri at Kansas City in 1970,
SUB office.
The golf tournament has been a year early under the
postponed to sometime soon Un iversity 's special program
because of rain . Consult your for gifted students. Two years
local tournament director for later he attracted further
sattention when he performe d
assistance .
Have a nice one or two . ~ irtuosic

seven years old _ From 1959 to
the present, the artist has
polished his
playing to gemlike brilliance by virtue 01 long
and intensive study hours - on
his own and privately with
distinguished
teachers
in
universities and at the Julliard
School in New York City_ Such
credentials will be very much in
evidence when Douglas Niedt
plays a concert in Rolla, in
Centennial Hall, on April 18,
1979, as a presentation of SUB _
As Christopher Parkening,
perhaps his most celebrated
mentor, has stated;: "Douglas
Niedt is a very talented
musician. He has complete
mastery of his instrument, is a

..............................

.

:
•
••
iSUB scripts}
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1•
" Save the Wombats for
later." With that out of the way ,
congratulations are in order to
the new officers of the Student
Union Board. They are :
President, Sue Leaach ; VicePresident, Stan Hadley, and
Secretary, Dan Vaughn .
The Social committee has two
more coffeehouses planned for
this se mester. Jack Ross will be

.

"Concierto de Aranjuez" in the a young guitarist from whom
Kansas City Concerto Com- we will hear a great deal in the
petition at the University. future. Excellent concert!"
Today the artist is Chairman of
Admi~ers of Douglas Niedt
the Guitar Department of the
Conservatory of Music at the are very impressed by his
which
spans
University of Missouri-Kansas repertoire'
City where he teaches full time_ classical music from the
to
the conDouglas
Niedt's
first Renaissance
recording is now available on temporary idiom , to American
Antigua Records (3145 West popular music and the native or
63rd St. , Chicago, Ill. 60629 ), classical music of Spain and
America .
With
Titled "Classical Guitar Ar- South
tistry" the album includes fascination he has transcribed
for
the
guitar
numerous
works
music by Giuliani, Turina and
ihe artist's own transcriptions by Bach, Paganinl, Granados,
Debussy,
of music by Satie, Ravel and Ravel,
etc., as well as jazz compostions
Gershwin.
Widespread interest in the by George Gershwin and David
talents of Douglas Niedt led to Brubeck.
On being asked what he
his receiving a full scholarship
from the Spanish Ministry of considers his most prized
posseSSions, the artist mentions
Cultural Affairs in 1972. He
went to
Spain for master his two Jose Ramirez guitars,
one for home practice and the
classes of Andres Segovia and
Jose Tomas at the University of other for his concerts.
Santiago in Santiago de ComHis Interest in the dance
postela.
world is twofold . His enjoyment
Beginning May 1975 he made of ballet performances led to
a recital tour of the midwest meeting a ballerina of the
Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Kansas City Ballet, whom he
Ohio, etc. Following"a recital at
met after giving a concert in
the University of Wisconsin, Kansas City while studying at
Eau Claire, Lawrence Bauer
the Un iversity of Missouri.
national
declared
in the
Courtship led to marriage on
ACU CAA Report (to American
May 10, 1975. Since Jean and
University
Concert
Douglas ·
arli3[ ic
\!anagers )
th at
" Dou I
.
r e now enjoying life
to
the
fullest
.
Niedt was out
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Mother's Day
A WayToCelebrate
This Mother's Day during the
international Year of the Child,
as we honor our mothers or any
women we hold dear, there is a
special way to remember
destitute mothers and children
overseas.
Although the problem is
enormous - there are millions
of families who are hungry, ill
and impoverished - you can
help a great deal. CARE offers
Mother's Day cards through the

·
Groundwaves t
.;.

.

What I am about to write and
what you are about to read has
absolutely nothing to do with
music although it does have to
do with the arts, of which music
is one in most cases. The art to.
which I refer is writing which
you can plainly see that I have
The
particular
mastered.
writing to which I refer is the
trilogy of books that goes under
the title of " The Chronicles of
Thomas Covenant The Unbeliever." The three books have
just recently been published
and I have just recently finished
reading them and I must admit
that
they ' almost
totally
possessed me while I was
reading them . The books
compose a fantasy trilogy both
like and unlike "The Lord of the
Rings." But then every book or
books that deals with fantasy is
compared to Tolkeln's works
nowadays. There are many
other fantasy books on the
market, though, many of which
I have read, but none have
impressed me more than the
"Thomas Covenant" books.
Thomas Covenant, you see, is a
leper who lives in our 'real'
world and is somehow transported to "the Land" where his
white-gold wedding band has
mysterious powers which no
one knows how to use. Lord
Foul is the evil who tries to take
over the land, but he Is also the
one who had a hand in bringing
Thomas Covenant, the only

person who can destroy Lord
Foul, to the Land in the first
place.
Sound
interesting?
That's not the least of it. To top
the whole thing off, Thomas
Covenant, the main character
for whom you have to cheer, is
probably the most despicable,
self-centered,
conceited,
egotistical bastard ever to walk
on the face of the Earth. It
created quite a paradox that I
assure you will keep you
reading even if you do have a
test the next morning.
Getting back to the business
at hand, the albums for the rest
of this week and the week we
get back I will now give you.
For those of you who will be
stranded in tbis vast, barren
wasteland over the break: Hope
you 've got plenty of records
'cause we'll be off the air
beginning tomorrow afternoon.
But have no fear, we'll be back
at 6 p.m. Sunday night.
Tonight at 10:30 p.m. you can
hear an hour of the humor of
Lenny Bruce on "KMNR's
Kamdy Kavelkod." On Monday, April 16 John Bare and
"Mellow Monday" will feature
"Hiding" by Albert Lee and
then at midnight you can hear
"Mainhorse" from Mainhorse
which features Patrick Moraz
on keyboards. The music of
Johnny Winter will be featured
by Johnny Sauer at 11 p.m. on
Tuesday. Then on Wednesday
Uncle Dave will bring you the

.' .• p

music of the Plank Road String
Band with their album entitled
"Plank Road" at 4 p.m . on the
"Bluegrass Variety Show ."
Don't forget to listen to our
other feature shows at their
regular times .
Mayan estranged
marry your sister.

pygmy

CARE Crusade for Children.
Contributions . go directly into
programs providing lifesaving
food, medical aid and training,
nutrition education and other
vital assistance for povertystricken families. Your gift to
CARE helps the poor not only to
survive but to work their way
out of poverty in 37 developing
countries in Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Middle East.
Your mother or any women
you choose will receive an attractive CARE card notifying
her of your special tribute, or
the card can be sent to you for
mailing .
Even a small gift can make a
big difference. For example, $5
serves 100 ~hildren a daily bowl
of noursihing porridge for a

week ; $10 builds classroom
space for a child in a village
that never had a school before;
$15 bring saf!!r water to a
family through a village water
system that costs about $3 per
person ; $30 provides two weeks
CARE-MEDICO training for a
student nurse.
Send donations to CARE
Mother's Day Gift Plan, Room
6A, 3600 Broadway, Kansas
City, Mo. 64111. Give your name
and address and that of each
woman honored. If you wish
cards mailed directly, indicate
how each is to be signed. Make
checks to CARE and mail early
to assure delivery by Mother's
Day, May 13. Write CARE,
Room 6-A, 3600 Broadway,
Kansas City, Mo. 64111.

nTosruKHoUSu
85

$2

~n ~I~~T

~

STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast
n
U
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
[ Foro: Plaza Shopping Center
ROII.'~MO.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week

J .R.

1===>IJ===:H1=«1==r1==r

J\fOle tI\an

Just a car you'D lilte.
Irs a caryou'Dl(J\1e.

Fully equipped with air conditioning.
Under

$6000.00

OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME COUPE

Buy Now-Pay After On The Job!

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing especially
designed for UMR graduates.

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South Rol·la, Mo.
Open 8 to 7 Sat. till 4 p.m.

Thursday, A
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Class_
i fied Ads
WHOLESALE NEW VEHICLES: II you plan to buy a new mode
of transportation now or In the future and would like to pay the
lowest possible price, then read on . UMR student works with
registered auto broker that deals with most American and foreign
cars, trucks, jeeps, and vans . Usually, our price will be sub·
stantially below the retail dealer . For a free quote and additional
details with no obligation, call Larry Peck at 364-2314. This
arrangement is legal and serious inquiries only, please .

room
illage
(o~·

to ~

water
:I per

(or a

HOUSE FOR RENT for Summer : Across the street from new
Student Union . Includes: Kitchen facilities , 3 bedrooms with
furniture, partially furnished Iivingroom , new bathroom with
shower and bath, etc. I lOll Rolla, 364-1875.

CARE

FOR SALE: CHEAP! 1965 Plymouth Belvedere II in fine condition. $200 or best offer call: 341-2271.

weeks

Room

FANS OF John Biggs can write him at P.O. Box 156, Manhallan,
KS 66502 for his record soon to be released .

ansas
Dame
each

TO EASY, Happy 21st Birlhday . You're gelling beller and
beller. E .O.

wish

dicate
Make

ROOMS FOR RENT (summer only) close to campus. Call 3413831 anytime .

earty

ther's
CARE,

ROOMMATE WANTED to help share expenses of apartment
with two other girls. Rent $05-month . 2 blocks from campus. (For
1979-1980 school year.) Call aller 5 p.m . 364-6242 .

dway,

WANTED: Some female companionship over Spring break . A
good time is promised . Contact either Mike room 303 or Sean room
721 inT.J .
~

Last Saturday,
Omega Chi Epsilon

Silence My Mistress

proved to Eta Kappa
Nu that Maxwell
Demons always
triumph over Black
Boxes. HKN, you'd
better charge your
batteries before

ByG.DOLAN
If you don't see to the depths
of my silence, stand on the Mountain Range
made of my base words; see her sublimity.
In times of calm
Much that was forgotten is remembered
The unseen returns in quiet dignity .
In times of meditation
Values speak, brassy importance fades yet
fundamental tones echo on .. .

dealing with the
mighty again.

Silence, my mistress but never my bride
Oh passionless lover only one other
Touches my soul as you. I leave you
Now for her forever, for either of you
Are more than one man can possess .

Ing.

. -____ COUPON - - - - . ,

I

II

Teen Supreme

.1

A quarter pound (pre-cooked
weight) patty of meat complete
with supreme sauce, lettuce ,
pickles, onions, tomato, cheese
& bacon. $1.59 value.

ONLY

99¢

L----

HAIRCUTS $2.50. Call Whimpy at Alpha Phi Alpha for appOintment 364-9968 (specializing in afros ).
WANTED: 2-4 bedroom house to accommodale 4 people. Prefer
close to campus. Needed next fall . Please call 364-6502 or 341-4987
and ask for room 207, room 303, or room 211 .

New at Iry
Queen Brazier
-Singles 7se
Open Daily From
10 a.m.-U p.m.
Reg. U.S. Pot Off ..
AM D.O. Corp. (el Copyright 1979
Am . D.O. Corp

55

I
I
I
I
I
I

FOR SALE : Grand Championship Foosball Table. Good Condition $500. Call 364-8340. Ask for Dave.

w;thcoupon

Offer expires Wed., April 11 , 1979

I
I
I
I
I

II

COUPON------

Open Till 12 p .m. Sun.-Thurs.
Open Till 1 a .m . on Fri. & Sot.
1202 N . Bi~hap 364-8998 Rollo, Mo .

$1.35
Triples $1.75

Doubles

More Burger Than Bun!
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Album
Info
By JEFF GORDON

Campus Digest News Service
Just who is to blame for the
warps, bumps and scratches
that you occasionally find on a
new album?
Record store owners say 90
percent of album defects are
the fault of the record
manufacturers. The defects
may be minor - affew skips or more serious, such as having
the wrong album in a sleeve or
having two artists on the same
album.
There are ten major pressing
plants in the country, and each
album is pressed in 25 to 30
seconds.
Joe Wells ,
manager of
quality assurance at the RCA
Indianapolis plant, told the
Columbia
Missourian
that
v isual
inspection
during
production allows workers to
catch 85 percent of the defects.

Lampoon
Vandalized
A group of Third World
students who objected to a
recently published parody on
affirmative
action
have
claimed
responsibility
for
vandalizing
the
Harvard
Lampoon building.
The students stenciled antiracist messages on the walls of
the
magazine's
"castle,"
calling their action "principled."
The students maintain the
Lampoon staff violated a 1977
agreement with the dean of
students that staffers would be
"sensitive to the concerns of the
student body."
That promise was extracted
after the Harvard-Radcliffe
Black Student's Association
charged the Lampoon with
racism in its portrayal of
blacks. That dispute was
mediated by the dean of
students, who reported the
Lampoon's attempts at ethnic
parodies could be interpreted as
offensive because "the experiences
of
images
stereotyped
carry
such
powerful connotations."
Lampoon editor Andrew
Borowitz says although people's
tastes in humor differ, interpreting the article as rac'i st
gives the magazine "a power
for malice it never had."
"The Lampoon is not a
political group; it is a humor
magazine," he says. "When we
print something it is not a
political statement."

UNIVERSITY CENTER
INFORMATION DESK
Candy
Tobacco
Sundry Items
School Supplies
UNIVERSITY CENTER
EAST
341·4296

Wells told the Missourian
that "due to failures in the
record-making process, or
undetected failures in raw
materials, there will be some
defective records beyond our
control. It's to our advantage to
use as much quality control as
pOSSible, but beyond that, it
becomes perfectionism and that
costs more in the results in the
marketplace warrant."
Wells said that it is mare
difficult to produce a quality
classical record than it is to
produce a quality popular
music record
because
classical music has a more
sophisticated range of sounds.
Classical albums are thicker
and take longer to produce than
popular albums. Also, Wells
said, popular albums are
usually played louder than
classical albums, which covers
up audio defects.
You're most likely to get
stuck with a defective album at
Christmas time, when pressing
plants are working 24 hours a
day, full speed, to meet the
increased demand of con·
sumers. Some industry critics
say record manufacuers try to
press too albums from one disc.
Reocrd store owners warn
album buyers to remove the
plastic covering of the album
jacket as sonsoon as they buy
an album, because the plastic
can shrink and warp the album.
Store owners also warn
record
to

stereo eqUipment clean and in
good shape - many stores will
not exchange albums without
testing the album first. Many
people think a record is
defective which in reality, their
equipment is defective.

~v~,

1~~

~:
~~:~ 'p..

f~ . . "
~JLJLIL
)""" .
\' ,1j/' "We\'e
1735got
N. aBlsh~r,
you're gonna hh us
-' ,
feehn .

~, ~

1 HORSE
BOOK SHOP

NOON BUFFET 11:30-1:30
also
TUESDAY NIGHT 5-8 p.m.

Used books, records &
tapes bought & sold
I

•

All the pizza, salad, and soup you can eat.

$2.49

207 W. 11th, Rolla
,/, block E. of University
Center Parking lot

Also try our soup & salad bar, our pasta and sandwiches.
t-·------------COUPON------------

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th st.
Rolla, Mo. 65401

PIZZA BUCK

I

z

~ $1.00

I1___

OFF any 13" or 16" pizza.

Expires April 11, 1979
I
_ _______
COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..J

coming ...

Another alilletic build goJle soft.
So you've got a few problems
with your shape. Don't
worry about it, do something about it. And a
good way to get
started is by reading the next issue
of "Insider" -the
free supplement to
your college newspaper
from Ford.
You'll find tips on exercise,
training and sports. And you'll discover
a few of the unusual ways some athletes
stay in shape. It's not all running and
weight liftin{). And you' ll also find
some very interesting information about
how to shape up your ride with the
great lineup of '79 Fords.

Look for "Insider"Ford's continuing series 01
coUege newspaper supplements.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

~

Double chin from
lots of pizza with
double cheese.

(;X:;;:R~f:it--j:---------

Sunken chest.
Makes breathing
hard.
600 cal ones.
Tennis elbow.
Great for resting
on table tops.

Belt overhang, makes
tying shoes a problem.
Stiff knee. Used mainly
to walk to refrigerator
and back.
~_ _- - - - -

Swollen ankles.
All-around gluttony.
Hasn't touched his

..,-;:s....--->- - - - toes in years.
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-California Nuclear
Safety Law Disputed·
"disrupted" the development of
nuclear energy by the federal
government, which the states
do not have a constitutional
base to do.

A key portion of California's
nuclear safeguard law has been
ruled unconstitutional by a San
Diego federal judge.
The section of the law
prohibited
construction
of
nuclear plants until the state's
energy commission determined
a waste disposal system existed
and that the federal government had approved it.

However, the chairman of
California's energy commission
was optimistic, and said "it
isn't uncommon for a lower
level federal court to assert
strong federal powers over a
state. _I am confident that
California 's nuclear safeguard

Judge William B. Enright
ruled that the California law

Famous Quotes

Of An

laws
are
constitutional.
Because of the important
questions
raised
by .this
decision, I will recommend to
the commission that we appeal" the decision.
The suit was filed by the
Pacific
Legal Foundation,
which is a business - supported
public interest law firm. The
president of the foundation said
that the section in question had
the effect- of banning the
building of nuclear plants.

Scholarship· Possibilities
HEW's Office of Education
has announced 2,536 grants
totaling approximately $10
million to college and university
libraries, and to public and
private
nonprofit
agencies
which make their library
resources available to postsecondary students.
Among the 29 nonprofit
agencies receiving awards are
museums,
historical
associations, and film institutes.
The grants, none of which
exceeds $3,963, will be used to
purchase books, periodicals,
documents, and audio visual
materials such as motion
picture film , phono records,
video tapes, and microfilm.
Grants are awarded under
the College Library Resources
Program, Title II-A of the
Higher Education Act of 1965,
as amended. Since the College
Library Resources Program
was first f\!nded 13 years ago,
nearly 36,000 awards totaling
$185.5 million have been
granted.

Study In Madrid: 1979-80
Academic Year Abroad, Inc. , is happy to announce that the
very generous, anonymous gift of twenty grants of 35,000 Pesetas
($500.) each to American students qualIfied to study m the
Facultad de Filosofia y Letras of the Universidad de Madrid has
been renewed for the academic year 1979-1980. Applicants need
not be Spanish majors but must have studied Spanish in college.
For further details send 20 cents in stamps to:
Spanish SchQlarship Committee
P.O. Box9
New Paltz, NY 12561

Infamous
Professor
(1) "Let me make this abundantly clear."
(2) "Don't defy dimensional homogeneity."
(3) "Water doesn't burn."
(4) "I feel infinitely more comfortable with an infinitely elastic
balloon."
(5) "I'm sorry to be a little rude, but you are, too."
(6) " Regardl,~ss of how we go about this, we have to get the
same answer."
(7) "If it did not work out, the enthalpy would not be a state
function, which it is; so it must work out."
(8) "Regardless of reality, thermo is correct."
(9) "It does not have to pertain to the real world."
(10) "This will be brief this morning. There's something wrong
with me. I'm not sure what."
(11) "I have a HUGE mess of graded and ungraded papers."
(12) "Whatever I·have, I still have."
(13) "I think this whole thing's affecting my mind."
(}4) ·'1 have an eraser. You have an eraser. Let 's use them. "
(15) "I say it, but I don't put it on the board."
(16) "I can say one thing, write another, and mean a third, and
it doesn 't even bother me."

Grants ForStudy In Paris
The
c.E.E.U. in brussels has announced a program of
grantS-in-aid for American-college juniors, seniors and graduates
whose records and previous study of French qualifies them for
Universities of Paris on the Academic
admission to one of the
Year Abroad Program. These grants which will be in french
francs amount to approximately $500.00 per year. Deadline for
coinpleted appli.cation, which include a demande d' inscritpion a
I'universite de Paris, is 15 April. To apply send letter stating full
name, birthdate, birthplace, permanent address, college year
and major, along with 28 cents in stamps to :
C.E.E .U.
PO Box 50
New Paltz, NY 12561

UMR's field house
the place ta be,
Harlem
Globetratters,
fun to lee

Secretarle. week.
and then pandemonium .. everyone',

Gr. .k,
SUNDAY

TUESDAY
SLOGAN NIGHT

UMR MEAL PLAN

2

WEDNESDAY '

3

JOKE NIGHT

tfe. " I gol you Ihis bollie 01 " There'. more in Ih. middl. Get a chuckle-win a bog 01
hair tonic. c>orllng,"
alan Egg McMuHil'l 11'101'1 on
Iries ,
Husband . " SuI my hair isn' l
egg In Ihe m lddl. o f a
Make u, lough. win a
falling out. "
muffin :'
breakfast.
6 p , m ,.9 p .m .
ife . HI know, bul I wanl yo
to give ilIa your typisl 01 11'1 Soy il in J seconds·wln a bo
"You . dear custom.r . Ii, im ·
porIai'll 10 know. your repea
oHice: h.r hair I' coming out
of iffes .
roth.r badly ."
6 p . m .·9 p .m.
business gi ..... us a glow,"
LAUGH NIGHT
10
SLOGAN NIGHT
9
'Two all b.ef pOllies. special
sauce, 1.lIuce. cheese.
laugh tor 30 sec .-win a bag
UMR Coed, "You look all
ollri.s .
pickles, onions on a s.som.
broken up."
see<! bun."
laugh lor 60 sec,·w ln a
Miner. " I wrOle home for
y it in 3 socond,·win a bog
burger _
mon.y lor a study lomp:'
of Iries .
b p , m .. 9 p .m
Coed , " So whol?"
Soy it in 2 second,· win a
'Don'l be a grouch .
Miner·. ' They senl the lamp."
breoklost.
We II cure your OUC h .
6 p.m .. 9 p .m .
AI McDonald's

8

UMR MEAL PLAN

UMR MEAL PlAN

15

\S
....

::

.~

~

:

:

UMR MEAL PLAN

22

SLOGAN NIGHl

16

"Choosy cheese choos.rs
always soy chee,. please ,
wh.n Ihey choos. Ihe
ch_se In Ihe ch ••se
burgers 01 McDonald·s."
Soy it in 2 s.conds·win a
bog olhi.s .
6 p .m .•9 p .m .
IMITATOR NIGHT

23

CAll OF THE WILD 17
wall ho wl · WIn a bag 01 fri.s,
Tor:zon yell·win a burg.r .
COYOle howl· win a breakfosl
6 p m ,·9 p .rn
How do we sp.1I relief?
~~Q~~Q'1

BUBBLE GUM NtGHT

2..

WHISTlER'S NIGHT
..
Wot! whislle-win a bog 01
fries .
Whislle Di.ie· wln a burger .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
" If you find life's a bore,
hUllle 10 Ihe hamburger
slore.
·McDonold·s·."
OUIZ NIGHT

11

I 01 3-win a bag 01 fries .

3 01 J·win a burge r .
6 p .rn ·9 p , m .
" There or. 7 ,9'9'1 drops 01
creamy goodn.ss in our
chocolate shake, :'

THURSDAY

UMR MEAL PLAN

29

TRICK NIGHT

30

UMR Intramurals-March

5

Team of Ihe We.k
Sigma Ph i Epsilol'l GDI
Player of Ihe W_k
Gr&g Kaiser· Motes Tim Birkemeir-Triongle

GOLDEN ARCHES CLUB 6
0 ... VE'"S BARBER SHOP 7
Only qualificoliol'l : Become
(Rollo' s Clip Joint)
A nighl 01 the Waldorf alar o .... r Ihls year, O .... r 6000
McDonald', prices."
members co n' t be wrong!
lloyd used 10 go 10 Barb.r
6 p .m .·9 p .m ,
Bill (GA II I ), ..... r.chle. whol College and wos known 0 '
".
would you do If you 'ow
greal shear leader unlit he
Bus drl .... rs & possengers someane cheating 01 cords?" was throwl'l out for culling 0
welcome. h • .re. Our s.rvice
Archie (GA 110) 'Whol
clan .
& qualIty Inspires good
would I dol Bel on h im 01
ch_r. McDonold's"
cour.e. " ·
CANDLELIGHT NIGHT 12 Ban 10 new secrelory, "MJs~
Sim. olwoys odd a column 01
ligures 3 ',mes belore you
show me Ihe resul t s .• N•• I
doy smiling Mrs. Sim, " Bass I
added Iheu,e figures 10
"For young loven. a hal
limes·... "Good! I like a

ludge

National Secretaries

1.. UMR Regional Olympic Intramural
Tournament April 20, 21, 22

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

lu~~~~w:i.lh spoons ..~-:,re~r:: !.~~: ~~~:O~;.h~y

Outslonding Compelilion .

UMR Independent's Weekend
Extravaganza

Ronald bIrthday cokes
available for hom. porlles.

FrI " Mar . 27· Donc.; Sol .. Mar. 2B· B.B.0 ., gomes &
donce ot Ihe l,ol'ls Den . E... erybody welcome.

Phelps County Health Dept. at
McDonald's April 25

10 answers :
HULA HOOP NIGHT

18

CANDlELIGHT NIGHT

19

I hoop' wIn a bog 0 1 In.5 .

3 hoops· w ln a burger .
S.nlor Clti~.n . 1 hoop· wm a
breoklos t.
6 p . m .. 9 p .m .

' Vory lmpreu'"8 for the
lomUy '

"llmil 19 sundoes 10 a
customer "

"McDonold's Ihe nome.
quoi lly our fame :'

HULA HOOf> NIGHT

25

APRIL

(J!---. (

)

,h.

26

She .

0';:.- S~~:I:::t_ond

I.t's

21

SECRETARIES

Supervisor . " You II lind
work Ihe some he re a s in o ur
Chicago o llice, "

6 p .m .·9 p m

CANDLELIGHT NIGHT

20

The secrelo ry WO, Ironsler·
red 10 Ine New York o ff ice 01
.he big od... erlislng ogency

...J

\Jrot..,').--.

4>'

CREW BIRTHDAYS
'Mar . 11·eelh C. Weinbaum
Apr. 3· ... oron Welnboum
Apr . 7· l,so Strauser
Apr. a ·Sorbaro Korle
Apr . 17· Koren Chfl$l.ns.n
Apr . 17· Borboro Bell.n
Apr . 23·1"'01'10 Harris

1/1

28

E.... rylhing scheduled 10 be
compleled by lomorrow
(Tu.s .) morning ~
delinlt.ly be submille<! by
11'1. end of 'he week ."

S.gn/ Slone
PISces ... quomonn.
Ari.s / D,omond
Ar ies/ Dia mond
Aries/Diamond
Arl•• / D,omond
Ar ies / Diamond
Touru, / Em.rold

Brenda Wheeler

Twen"", Kilometers· each lil'l ;sher oworded a Iree
McDonold homburg.;l
•.,

I---~

NOTICE ;
All Com pony Secrelaries!

Crew Peraon of the Month

March of Dimes-April 1 ,

-

~:~:.r_ _ _ _ _,~._,

A lilli. man d.ed .
27
He must ho .... b e.n 0 horr ible man becau se no one
won ted 10 soya good word
at hi, funeral . 1'101 even h is
mil'll sl.r. So Ihey oske<! a
m im s ler Irom Ihe nell t lawn,
He soid , " I dldn I lik. him
eilher . but I'tl soy 0 lew good
words " AI Ihe fun eral n.
SOld, "His brOlher was

Free Blood Prenure Te$lll a . m .' 1 p .m . Free
McDonold burger 10 partIcipants.

/---,
<V-> ,

w..k

April 22·18, Secr.lories Day April 1S, UMR will
hold stress seminar 3 :30-7:30 p .m . plus dinner &
fashion show . For info . call Norma Flem il'lg
3-41.4201. SECRETARY OF THE MONTH will be
onnounced 01 the meeling . Prile oworded by
McDonald's.

No 11,11$ . no muss.
' We do il all for you ,"
341 -2180, ask lor Sharon or
manager .

"Seals lor 1.44 romonlics .
No rese rvOllons .
6 p .m ., 9 p .m

Prof.no r " Jon.s , can you
Imilole 0 movie Slor·wln a
"A BIg Mac. a shake arid
I hoop. WIn a bog of fri .s,
I" bubble-WIn a bag of Ines
bog 01 fr ies .
lell me who built Ihe
thou ,"
J hoops. w in a burger
J ' bubble·win a burg.r .
Sphm.?"
ImllOle on an imal · win a
6 p , m ,· 9 p .m
S.nlor Cilil.n. 1 hoop-w in a
S"
bubble,wln
a
break
lost.
" Epllome of succen . a
Miner , ". d.d kno w. SIf . bUI
burger
brookfost
6
p
,
m
·9
p
m
I'll. lorgollen "
m ilol. a laughing hyeno, wln
550.000 Mercedes . 0
6 p.m .. 9 pm .
Prol.ssor . "Whol a colom" y I
a breakfast .
beouliful companion . a
"You're ne ... er a stronger 01 "Sam S<~worl~ worns 'We'r.
Th. only man tillIng who
6 p .m .·9 p .m .
candlelight dinnor 01
McDonold' s "
heading into Big Mac attock
knows . and he has
"Only McDOnald', mok.s Big
McDonold·s ."
season' ,.
10rgOllen
Mocs ..

Woman in Wedge Wood
Cord Itlck-w;n a bag of fries .
Manor to ner ne.1 door
Coin Irick.wln a burger
neighbof . "We'r. 901n9 10 be Mok. yours.1f disappear-wIn
Ii ... mg in a bell.r
a breakfast
neighborhood soon ."
6 p, m -9 p ,m
Ne.ghbor . ' So or. w • . "
Early 10 bed, early 10 rise
"Whol . or. you mo .... ng loa?
breakfo'l ot McDonald's
" No . We·r. SlayIng h.r. .
makes you WIS.:

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

CANDLELIGHT NIGHT

I

g

La Atencion.hICl.

~osotros Hocer Lo TocfuA"Poro u$led .

U lR Gre .. k W.... k-Aprll, 22,-~
, OPA! OPA! '.1
Khoury lillie League Signup
April 7 and 14

J .C. Depol 9 0 .m .·4 p m
Ah~H 0 hard doy . Gerold crowled ,nlo bed. He
wal IUSI dropping oft 10 sl_p who ... h is w,Ie 5aid,
"Gerold , dose the window , 11'1 (old oulslde "
CeroId. "Go 10 sleep and you wo,.. ', '_1 10 cold,"
Wife. "Clos e Ihe window . please . Ifs so cold
oUlside,"
Flnolly he gol up. stommed Ihe window down &
jumped bock in bed.
Gerold. ' Now. Is II warmer oUhide?"

For Grade & Junior High Schaol
Whol ho, four wheels ond tHe, ?
Answ.r _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _- ,
Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-..,.-_-,-,-_
Fill oul and glv. 10 monogef. Win a bog of fdei; .
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Coed Dorms' Sex
Habitslnvestigated

ACROSS
1. Bewilder ;
stump
7. Narrow leather
strip
12. Ingots of gold
13. Hearsay
14. Short operatic
melody
15. Pointed arch
16. Expanded
17. Latin abbr.
used in
footnotes
19. Born: French
20. Heir
21. Grasp
22. Give shape to
23. In the - , in
performance of
one's job:
3 wds.
25. Cookbook
direction
27. Simple
28. Make preparation (for) :
3 wds.
32. Folk singer,
Burl33. Poet Khayyam
34. Flap
37. Golf score
38. Beaks or snouts
39. Cold: Spanish
40. M use of poetry
42. Out-, in a
vulnerable
spot: 3 wds.
44. Irritates
45. Gives
comfort to
46. Briny
47. Produced, as
a drama

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
a !

II V

~

II II I

o I

~

i!~~
.I.

~

a'!

n

s.
S •

a

.1. ~ 'I V S
S I 'I I II

.s
••

'I V II 0

11 l

o

~

S II I N
II v II 0
V • I R

~

II

'I

lO :I

Take Mom A Fern For Easter

$7.50
1107 Pine Rol/o, MO 364-3161

SENIORS &GRADUATES
Take Off in a World of Marine Corps Aviation

U.S. MARINE CORPS AV-SA "HARRIER" PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
MAXIMUM SPEED . .... . . . ... . ... . Mach 1.25 (800 M.P.H.)
MAXIMUM CRUISE ALTITUDE . .. "

MINIMUM SPEED

(0

M,P,H,)

46,000 feet plus

NI

a'! OR

v 11 I

-

:I A I
I A Y"
I 0 ••

'I

ENGINE POWER .. .. . ... . .. . .. . . . 21.,500 pounds thrust delivered by Rolls-Royce Turbo-Fan Jet Engine
ARMAMENT .. ..... ... . . .... . . . . 30 millimeter cannons, rockets, bombs, and air-to-air missiles
FUEL LOAD . .. . . ... ... ... .... . .. 6,700 pounds (1,070 gals.) of jet fuel
MISSION ROLE ..... ...... . ... . . . Close air support of ground troops, air-to-air fighter, photo reconnaissance
The thrill of being involved with Marine Corps Aviation may be yours in many exciting fields I Look over these
outstanding opportunities and talk to us today about your future in the challenging, changing world of Marine
Corps Aviationl

11 V"

NOS
II I II III
I I N a I II I
V 1 ~ :I I II V
I A I II 0
NO I 'I 'I n 8 1
II 0 II n 11
:1'1 d d V 8
!l N o R l
011

28. Certain musicians
29. Garden tool
30. Make a raised
design on
31. "Rome - built
in one day":
2 wds.
34. Ina-,
speedily
35. Pointed a
gun (at)
36. Fishing fioats
38. Given to prying
39. We have one
on the moon
41. Vietnamese
holiday
43. Cotton State:
abbr.

written opinions on the subject.
Weiss,
McCall's
Susan
associate articles editor, says
editors were selected to coordinate the research because
"we felt them to be responsible
people who also have a good
sense of the campus pulse."
The multiple-choice survey
asks students such questions as
why they live in coed dorms (if
they do), whether their parents
object, whether they are dating
anyone in their dorm, and how
often and with whom they have
sexaul relations.
The resulting article, to be
billed as "a look at coed dorms
ten years after the so-called
sexual revolution," will be
published in the July or September issue.

CLIMB SPEED . . .. . . ... .. . ....... Sea-level to 40,000 feet in 2 min. 22 secs.

Pack animal
Foreign
Went by jet
Healthy
Soothing liquid

S I J V '10

6. Make possible
7. Trampled
(upon)
8. Embrace
9. Threatening
10. Newness
11. Piggish
12. Suitcases
18. Wedding
phrase: 2 wds.
21. Sword handle
22. Official moblization date:
hyph. wd.
23. Is situated
24. Panic
25. Munich is its
capital
26. Comprehensive

Editors of ten college
newspapers have been listed
by McCall's magazine to
provide data and personal
opinion for an upcoming article
on "The Impact of Coed Dorms
on Sex Practices."
Randomly selected par·
ticipating schools include New
York's Columbia College, Rice
U., U. of California·Santa Cruz,
U. of Illinois, U. of Michigan,
DePauw U. in Indiana, Carlton
College in Minnesota, Ohio
Wesleyan U., Georgia Tech and
Clark College in Massachusetts.
The editors will receive "a
modest coordinating fee" for
distributing 500 surveys to their
staffers and fellow students as
well as for submitting for
possible
publication
their

OFFICER OPPORTUNITI ES - Pilot, Air Observer, Radar Intercept Officer, Bombardier/Navigator, Air
Control Radar , Aviation Supply, Aviation Maintenance and many others if you are qualified!
Training programs convene 11 June and 24 September 1979. If you want to Fly with The Marines , contact Captain
Goodman . U.S . Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer. Call Collect. Call Today (816) 374 -T031 .
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The histo ric flight of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps F/ A 18 Ho rn el Strike Fighter .. Novem ber 1978, 75 years after the fi rsl fligh t at Kitty Hawk .•

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
McDonnell Douglas is one of the world's leading en·
gineering firms. Our goal is to continue to excel by
developing state·of·the·art methods and equipment.

Together with other engineers , you can contribute
to the developmen t of Advanced Electronic
Systems.

We have opportunities available in:

Guidance and Control Mechanics
• Digital Flight Control DesignlAnalysis
• Inertial Navigation System Analysis
• GNC Software Design Development and
Validation
• Trajectory Analysis
• Redundant Digital Signal Processing
• Filtering and Contro l Techniques

Reliability
•
•
•
•
•

System Safety
Data Analysis
Circuit Analysis
Part Stress Analysis
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

Electronics
• Automatic Test Equipment
• Embedded Microprocessor Architecturel
Design
• Digital , Analog and RF Equipment/Circuit
Design
• Hardware and Software

Fire Control Systems
• Radar
• Forward Looking Infrared , Television , or
Laser Technology

Avionics Test Requirement Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radar
Displays
Inert ial Systems
Flight Computer
Sto res Management
Communication

You have spent several years to att ain your degree
-spend a few minutes more and let us turn your
degree into a career.

Call Mike Ke lly collect at (314) 232·9595 to discuss
these and other immediate openings.
·(.H ,.~!
bip' : "ic! '-:>08 .0

u.s. Citize nship
Requ ired

/MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

' .__

.?"IIIIII.....~
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SMIIRT

UMR Ruggers Place Second
- ---=B,...y'";E"'D;:-;-LA-=T'"'IM=E:=R:--- -

__'-:'::L=:"====c..-__
The UMR Rugby Club took
third in i ts own SMIIRT
Tournament this last weekend.
The winner 'was Texas A& M,
with second place going to
Rockhurst,
Springfield
in
fourth, and the consolation
bracket going to Stephen F.
Austin Rugby Club.
The tournament, one of the
largest all-college tournaments
in the nation, fielded only
fourteen of the expected sixteen
teams due to no-shows from
Palmer College and Southeast
Louisiana University. Two of
the four girls teams also failed
to show, leaving Columbia and
Kansas State-Pittsburgh to
battle out the best two of three
games for the trophy .
UMR started off on the right
foot by smearing St. Benedict 's
College 21-3. The first half saw
UMR pile up 17 pOints in that 20
minutes. Rick Webb scored two
out of the three Rolla tries as
the Bumblebee backs simply
were no match for st.
Benedict's. Mark Sullentrop

added one conversion and Ed
Latim er put a drop kick thr ough
to bring the tally up to 17. In the
second
half,
UMR
still
dom inated but had trouble
putting the ball over as the only
score came on a breakaway run
that was capped by Joe Gabris'
try.
After lunch the Holla Ruggers
were at it again, taking on a
tough Iowa State team . The
beginning of the game was all
Rolla, as the ball was constantly right down on Iowa
State's four or five yardline .
But more than half of the first
twenty minutes was gone before
UMR could put anything on the
board with Joe Gabris' drop
kick. Only minutes later Joe
Gabris again scored, this time
on a tt y, by putting his head
down and crashing through for
the pOints. Then Iowa State
retaliated to make it 7-3, Rolla.
In the second half, the playing
and hitting were really tough.
Rolla managed the first score of
the new period on an excellent
back movement that saw John
Schneider do most of the run-

ning and Rick Webb most of the
last ya rd s "bullying" over the
goal line. With a 13-3 lead, UMR
sat back and allowed Iowa State
a quick try and conversion,
making it 13-9, but time ran out
shor tly afterwards leaving the
UMR Rugby Club in the semifinals .
Sunday morning the fields
were in absolutely terrible
shape thanks to Saturday
night's rain as UMR trotted out
onto the field to face Texas
A&M . Playing 30 minute halves
this time, the first 30 saw an
even game as the ball wandered
from side to side over the midstripe many times. A&M netted
the only score in that period on
a blocked kick and ensuing
breakaway run. In the second
half, UMR did about the same
thing as John Schneider blocked
a kick and scored the ensuing
try . Both the conversion for
A&M and Rolla's by Sullentrop
were good as the score stood 6-6.
Only moments later Texas
scored again on a play that
happened so quickly that no one
really saw what was going on.
The ball was tied up in a maul

on Rolla's 25 yard line, and then place in their own tournament.
suddenly the ball was up in the Later~ Texas A&M faced
air, an A&M player 'caught in at Rockhurst in the finals, which
the Rolla 10 and ran into the end were two 40 minute halves.
zone. A shocked Rolla team, A&M was at its sharpest as they
with not much time remaining, defeated
24-10,
Rockhurst
more or less gave up after giving the Texans something to
losing their "hard fought for" whoop about.
tie on such a play . Taking ad- .
Coming up soon will be the
vantage of this, A&M scored Ruggerfest in St. Louis for the
two quick tries and one con- Rolla Ruggers. The UMR
version to make the final 20-6.
Rugby Club would like to give a
For the third place game, great deal of thanks to Norm
Rolla was to face Springfield, DeLeo and his entire staff out at
but the Southwest Missouri DeLeo Distributing Co. for
State team failed to show after making the Stag Midwest Intheir earlier loss to Rockhurst vitational
Intercollegiate
in overtime, giving Rolla third Rugby Tournament possible.

Craig O'Dear

M-Club
A t hlete Of The Week
This week the Miner M-Club
has selected Craig O'Dear as
the Athlete of the Week . Craig
won two hurdle even ts in a dual
meet against the School of the
Ozarks. Last weekend at
Louisiana Tech . he placed
second in the long jump. third in

the triple jump, four th in the
intermediate hurdles, and third
in the high hurdles. In the high
hurdles hi s tim e was 3.,14.6, just
three tenths of a second off
national cutoff times . Jeff
Russom of the track team was
also nominated.

A Rolla scrumdown against their second opponent, Iowa State. The UMR Rugby Club
defeated Iowa State 13-9, and went on t o ta ke third place in their own SMIIRT Rugby
Tournamen t_
( Photo by Seck)

Louslsana Tech Relays
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Cindermen Place 2nd
termediate hurdles in 57.5. event, and finishing with 128
Other winners wer e Rich Lux, points. UMR took second with
The UMR track team opened who won the 440 with a 51.7 27'h points, followed by Central
up their season last week with a time ; Brent Haefner in the 3- Missouri State with 24 pOints.
Jeff Russom was the lone
win and a second place, winning mile (15.44); Doug Keithly, who
at the Missouri School of the tossed the discus 142 feet, 9 Miner to finish first in an event,
Ozarks on Wednesday, and then inches; Doug Harvey, who put as he took first in the high jump,
traveling down to Hamm ond, the shot 45 feet, 6 inches; and clearing 6'2". Curt Lorenzen
Lou isiana, to take second in the Kei th Spalding, who clea r ed 12 also placed in the high jump
.
Louisiana Tech Relays.
feet in the pole vault, no sm all with a jump of 6'0".
Craig O'Dear continued his
On Wednesday, the Miner feat considering the wind.
individual
pertrackster s tr aveled to the
On Friday, the Miners excellent
School of the Ozarks for a du al journeyed down to Hammond, form ances with third place
meet. Runn ing into a near gale, Louisiana, for the Louisiana finishes in the long jump
the Miners took the meet by a Tech Relays, competing wi th (21 '6" ), the triple jump (43'4" ),
score of 79-65. Winners included Louisiana Tech and Cen tral and the 110 meter high hurdles
Craig O'Dear, who won the 120 Missouri State. Louisiana Tech with an excellent time of 14.6,
yard high hurdles in 16.1 totally dominated the meet, which is j ust .3 seconds off the
seconds and the 440 in - taking first in nearly every
(Cont _on page 16)
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By GERRY GOEKE

Under New Management

PRINTED SPORTSWEAR
SPORTING GOODS CLUB SHIRTS
FRAT. WEAR TEAM UNIFORMS
TEAM DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
look To Us For Shoes:

CONVERSE BROOKS NIKE
NEW BALANCE
1003 Pine

Rolla, MO
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Cagers Chosen For A'II,Academic Team
MIAA Release
Two seniors on Northeast
Missouri State's Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association
basketball
championship team have been
named to the 1978-79 College
Sports Information Directors 01
America
Academic
AIIAmerican Team for College
Division schools.
Matt Maddox (Kirksville), 6-5
forw ard, .was chosen to the
fourth unit, and Bill Woodall
(Monmouth, III.), 6-1 guard,
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was selected to the fifth unit.
Members of CoS IDA picked
seven college division units
for the academic squad, which
was sponsored by the U.S.
Tobacco Co. To be nominated
for the honor, a student-athlete
must be a least a sophomore, a
starter or valuable reserve on
his team and ·have a grade-point
average of 3.0 (4.0 scale) or
better for his academ ic career
or preceding academ ic year.
Maddox, who will enter
Kirksville College of Medicine

next fall , is carrying a GPA of
3.40. Woodall , accepted for
admission to Drake University
Law School in 1979-80, has a 3.62
average.
Both players were named to
the MIAA honorable mention
all-conference list at the end of
the past season in which the
Bulldogs won their first league
title since 1976-71.
Maddox averaged 8.0 pOints
and 6.9 rebounds this winter
while Woodall, primarily a

Intramurals
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By GERRY GOEKE
The last couple of weeks have
been filled with intramural
action, as will be the next few.
Sunday, March 25, was the date
of the Intramural Bowling
Tourney, and softball, horseshoes, and badminton action
is currently taking place.
Thomas Jefferson took the
bowling with a 2488 total (five
bowlers each bowling three
games), for about a 166
average. Delta Sig took second
with 2461 total pins, and Kappa
Sig finished third with 2391 pins.
Individual performers were
led by Kalon Mitchell of TJHA,
.as he rolled a 568 series, good
for high series, and a 213 game,
which gave him the second high
game. Tom Burbridge of Delta
Sig finished a close second in

...

high series with a 565 total, and
Bob Costello rolled the high
game of the day, a 222.
In softball action, the wet
weather has taken the frontseat in concern, as wet fields
and rain have forced cancellations of a number of
Dewev

director of intramurals, is very
concerned about the schedule
changes that will have to be
made if there are any more
rain-outs, and reports that if
there are two more nights
canceled, he will have to go to a
single elimination tournament
to decide the softball

pl aymaker , scored at a 6.2 pace
and was credited with assists at
a 5. 1 Clip.
.
The NMSU performers were
the only MI AA players pikced

for the academic team . Two
1978-79 opponents, Rich Ram es
and Gary Jackson of Millikin
(IIi.), wer e selected to the first
and second teams, respectively .

Vermillion Team In v itational

UMR Fourth
_ _...:R:::lfle=..:.T.:::eam=.:;R",e::;:le:::::u::;Ie,,-_ _ place out of 10 teams with a
score of 2045. South Dakota
This last weekend the UMR State took first with a score of
rifle team travelled to Ver- 2130, the University of Minmillion, South Dakota to shoot nesota came in second with
in the Vermillion Invitational 2110, and the University of
Rifle Match. The rifle team Nebraska placed 3rd wit" 2072.
members who went were Mike
Also, the weekend of March 10
Mertz, Roy Viele, Robin
Thompson, and Robert Lee, the rifle team journeyed to
accompanied by their coach Lincoln, Nebraska where they
Master Sergeant Fogarty of the shot in the 15th Annual Big Red
Invitational and took 4th place
ROTC department.
there also.
The UMR rifle team

-------

Sports Fans

I Bet
You
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I
Didn't
I
I
Know
I
I
Brought to you by
I
Jim Wood . C.loU _
I
Here's on amazing fact. Did YOUr
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lever realize that b ig league
Ibaseball and loot ball teams can l
Iplay SO years and no t draw as l
Imany peopl e at the gate as coni
Isee them in JUST ONE DAY onl .
Itelev isionl let's say a teom '51
thorn e attendance o verogesl
11.million people a year . Thus .1
Ithey could ploy 50 years and drawl
10 total 01 SO· m iliion Ions . But ONEI

I

90me on TV con draw more than
vi ewers in o n e aft er- ,

1SO-mill ion

I

Inoon . so a team can plo y to more ,
Ipeople on TV in one game than
Ithey can draw in th eir own
Istad ium s fo r over 50 ye ars!

I

I Do

...

I

yo u know w ho was the I
Iyounges t m~n ever to manag e oJ
Ibig leagu e base ball te am ? The l
lanswer is Rog e r Pec kinpaugh . I
Iwho was o nl y 23 w he n he was l
IPic k ed a s ma nag e r 01 t h e
Yankees in 191 4. Lou Bo urd reau l
l is the se co nd·yo ungest m a nage r 1
I
l in maj o r league history . Lo u wa s l
l o nl y 24 w hen he was nam ed
Imanager 01 the Indi a ns in 1942. I

I

I

I Wh a t are the most runs ever I
I scored by one team in one bigl
leag ue baseball game? The I
record is 36. by the Cubs in 0 I
Iga me in 1987 .
I

l
I

...

I

I I be t you didn 't know group in ' l
I sura nce is not meant 10 replace I
Iyou r perso na l coverage ... only to I
1supplement it . See us for your I

'j 've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on Iny mind."
8 R[ WINGCO M f'II. N Y M .I ... "k~ W.\

.ndolnr.c. , ~
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"Mother Nature" A top MIAA Baseball
Motn;)1 nature seems to be the
only big winner in the early
stages of the 1979 Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association baseball season, as
bad weather had forced cancellation of 24 scheduled games.
With the problems of indoor
practices and questionable
playing conditions, Southeast
Missouri State University is the
only team in the MIAA boasting
a winning record. The Indians,
who had four games called off
last week, are sporting a 4-3

r ecord. The University of
Missouri-Rolla and Central
Missouri State University are at
the break even point so far.
each posting a 3-3 mark. Both
Southwest
Missouri
State
University
and
Northwest
Missouri State University have
4-5 records while Lincoln
University is 3-4. Northeast
Missouri State University has
managed to play only three
games, winning just one.
The Indians, who posted a 1411 record last year, jumped out

of the blocks early this season
behind the perform ances of
pitchers Tom Fritsche and Paul
D'Amico. Fritsche, a junior
from Belleville, II., has already
posted a pair of victories, including a 1-0 shutout over
Christian Brothers College. He
has also posted an impressive
0.50 ERA in 14 ' innings.
D'Amico, a sophomore from
Lebanon, II., has allowed just
two earned runs in 12 innings
for a 1.17 ERA.
The Miners of UMR have

TennisSplits A Pair
By BILL STEIN
Last Saturday the UMR tennis team upped its record to 43, losing to -Central Missouri
State University 8-1 in the
morning match and then by
beating Rockhurst 9-0 in the
afternoon match. The only
winner in the first match was
Robert Weeks at third singles.
The Miner.. tennis team will be
having their first home match
tomorrow (Friday ) at 2:00 on
the UMR cour ts against Central

Bible College from Springfield.
Come on out and support the
tennis team before you escape
from Rolla.
CMSU8UMRl
Singles
1st Gary Mack del. Eric
Meyer 6-3,6-4.
2nd Mike VanSickle def. Bill
Stein 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.
3rd Robert Weeks (UMR )
del. Dave Neuhart 1-6, 7-6, 7-5.
4th Mark Friez del. Jim
Volker 6-1 , 6-3.

5th Rob Schieve del. John
Cantrell 6-3, 5-7, 6-2.
6th Sam Simpson del. Mark '
Mueller 6-1, 6-1.
Doubles
1st Mack and Friez del.
Meyer and Volker 6-1,4-6,6-3.
2nd Neuhart and VanSickle
del. Stein and Weeks 6-3, 6-1.
3rd Simpson and Shieve del.
Can trell and Luis Roquebert 62,6-1.

UMR 9 Rockburst 0
Sin gles
1st Eric Meyer del. Charles
Mur phy 6-2,7-5.
2nd Bill Stein del. Pat
Thomas 6-1, 6-4.
3rd Robert Weeks del. David
Kea u 7-6 (5-4),3-6, Hi (5-4).
4th Jim Volker del. Mike
Blanton 6-3, 7-5.
5th John Cantrell del. Matt
Quinn 6-2, 6-2.
6th Mark Mueller del. Joe
I Rowan 6-4, 6-3 .
. Doubles
31st, but the games again could
1st Meyer and Volker del.
not be played due to Rolla's Murphy and Thomas 7-5, 6-7, 7weather . The games will be 5.
reschedule\,l at a later date.
2nd Stein and Weeks del.
The next Miner baseball will Keau and Rowan 6-7 (5-4), 6-2, 6featur e Evangel College at 4.
Springfield and SEMO and
3rd
Cantrell
and
Luis
Pi ttsburgh at Rolla over the Roquerbert deL Blanton and
weekend.
QUlDn 3-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Weather Hinders

featured a tough defense with
an improved pitching staff in
the early gOing. Third in the
MIAA, the Miners staff has
pos.ted a 5.48 ERA while the
defense has committed only 10
errors in 170 chances. Of·
fensively the Miners are led by
Bill Grantham and his .409
batting average. Grantham has
also connected for six RBI's,
two doubles and a triple in 22
triDs to the Dlate.

The CMSiJ Mules are led by a
"Kiddie Corps" of pitchers and
the red-hot bat of All-American
candidate John Carter. With
five freshmeh and a junior, the
Mules pitching staff has
recorded three victories and a
3.86 ERA . They have also
struck out 37 batters in 39 ·2-3
innings. Carter, a senior from
Silex, Mo., is sporting a league·
leading .588 batting average.

SWMSU , who finished second
in the New Mexico Tournament
last week, are led by AII·MIAA
selection Ron Snider. CUrrently
hitting at a .423 clip, Snider has
collected three do"ubles, seven
runs scored and a pair of
RBI's. He has also committed
just one error in 60 chances at
fir st base.
-

The Miner baseball team did
not play March 29 or March 31
due to the weather. UMR was
scheduled to play Central
Missouri State University on
Thursday, March 29, but the
game was ra ined out here in
Rolla.
Missouri Valley College was
scheduled on Saturday, March

Track
(Cont. from page 14)
qualifying
times
for
the
National Tournament. O'Dear
capped off the day with a fourth
place in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles with a 57.3
second clocking and a leg in the
1600 meter relay, which finished
second with a 3:22.5 time . An
impressive performance was
also turned in by Rich Lux, who
competed in both relays and
also took second in the 400
meters, finishing in 49.75
seconds. Doug Keithly placed in
the discus, heaving it 138 feet, 9
inches.
Coach Dewey Allgood was
pretty happy with his team 's
perfor mance. He was very
happy tha t the Miners won the
meet at the School of the
Ozarks, feeling that th is helped
spark the team to a good performance at Louisiana Tech. He
wasn't too happy with the
weather, as ·the wind was
whipping around at about 40
miles per hour on Wednesday,
and the temperature was down
at about the same number.
Friday was also drear y, as it
was raining during the prelims
Friday night, though Saturday
was very nice, as the times and
distances seemed to reflect.

Lincoln features the return of
AII·MIAA utility player Jerry
Mick. Off to another good start,
Mick is hitting at a .435 clip and
a .783 slugging percentage.
When not playing in the out·
field, M ick has recorded a 1-1
record from the mound, including a one·hit· victory over
Southwest BaDtist Colle2e.

The Bulldogs of NEMSU,
although playing only three
games, are led by a pair of
pitchers who have not allowed
an earned run this season and
outfielder Pat Williams. Pi t·
chers AI Nipper an.d Greg
Rugman have combined for 11
innings
of work
without
allowing an earned run , while
Williams leads the team with a
.455 batting average.

lENO'S MOTEL
.STEAK 'HOUSE

Miner Baseball
By GERRY SCHNITZLER

NWMSU, like SWMSU, has
posted a 4-5 record in the early
going prim arily because of the
play of Bearcat football star
Mark Smith. Smith is hitting
.375 with a MIAA record-tying
three triples in one game. In a
recent double header sweep
against Creighton University,
Smith scored the winning run in
the seventh inning of both
games.

.HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK .
Box 70

Phone: 364,1301

Rolla, Mo.

Martin Spring Dr.

ENGINEERS

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today .... in energy fields, communication, transportation, consumer protection, defense, exploring inner and outer space and the environment.
Some of the jobs are unique, with projects and
facilities found nowhere else. Salaries are good,
the work is interesting and there are excellent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name referred to agencies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by
speciality and location, send a coupon of your
resume to Engineer Recruitment, Room SA11 .

Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.
Including

United States 01 America _

Office of Personnel Management
Washington, D.C. 20415
An Equal O ppor1unity Employer
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